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Proposal

It is my interest in creating something that can demonstrate how cracks or flaws in
materials, primarily in glass, which are typically considered failures or defects, can portray
beauty as they mimic natural occurring patterns on earth, specifically those relating to
breakdowns and fractures. Utilizing ancient, modern, and even some self discovered
techniques, I am interested in breaking some of the rules of glass making by breaking the glass
itself throughout the process.
My goal is to help others see how the formations of which these different materials
create are astounding and that there can be similarities between them. For instance, the way
that blood dries and breaks is very much like that of mud drying in the sun. While evaporation
occurs and the surface tension grows these substances reveal a kindred manner of
configuration. What happens on a microscopic level happens on the macroscopic. What
happens to one form of matter happens to others. The understanding of these patterns and
others like it helps to inform us about our world and universe.
The work will consist of a variety of glass techniques and the use of mixed media
combining natural phenomenon and inevitable human interference in pursuit of the translation
of such patterns using glass as the primary vehicle.
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Abstract

Growing up in a mostly rural area in the Midwest, I spent great lengths outside as a
child. Sure, I was born into the era of arcade games and Nintendo, but I remember preferring
more active experiences rather than the stationary ones held within doors. Maybe it was hard
to keep my focus; maybe I was a bit hyperactive. Whatever the reason, I wasn’t inside when I
didn’t have to be. I recall escaping into the woods for hours when I was younger. I would take
long bike rides or escape into the horse pasture deep behind our house. Not only did the woods
and fields interest me, but I recall a deep fascination with water. A lot of childhood memories
consisted of catching reptiles of all kinds, fishing for crayfish, or just spending large amounts of
time near creeks, streams, and rivers. My close proximity to the Mississippi River is most likely
an influence on my affection for the water.
I relished the opportunity to venture within and explore my natural surroundings.
These early experiences subconsciously and perhaps directly affect my creative responses and
decisions as a maker. Unwittingly researching form and unknowingly studying pattern from the
beginning has helped to shape me as person.
It seemed that I had a pre-natural fascination with the non man-made. Humorously, I
remember as child that my family used to go to a dinner club with my grandparents whenever
we would visit them. I always ordered crab legs due to the rare opportunity to do so. Many
times a week after the dinner my parent’s car would produce a foul odor produced by the crab
legs that I had saved as toys. I used to do all sorts of quirky things like that, but I know it
stemmed from a desire to understand.
I have been a fortunate individual. With a father as a sales representative for a travel
company, I have many times had the opportunity to travel and experience many different
climates and geographical features within different regions of the United States, as well as a
few other countries. It has been a privilege to be able to visit new places. With every travel
opportunity I have witnessed different animals, plant life, and varieties of land formations. I
relish this feeling of “Wow, I have never seen that in real life before”. The results of traveling
and new experiences ultimately lead to new interests, ideas, and questions waiting to be
answered.
My youthful ideas and concerns have presently carried over into my daily life. I am still
that boy filled with wonderment when I wander outdoors, always playing, looking, and
speculating. The visual forms of our world are directly affected by physical and universal
properties. Therein lies the obvious similarities within different materials and substances. It is
this need of an understanding and insight that drives me. The forms and shapes within different
natural substances seem to have common threads. A person must ask oneself, for instance,
why do tree branches look like lighting which looks like river systems? It cannot be coincidental.
The underlying formal themes of nature seem to be linked. The reoccurrences are all too
common. Understanding this gives insight to how our world works and we exist.
1

Chapter 1: Growth Mechanisms
Although conditions of technological dominance of the world are even greater today; it
was still very much prevalent in my upbringing. In our present time we are overloaded with all
sorts of designs and patterns of our own creation. We seem to bombard ourselves with images
and advertisements. These man-made visual stimulations are everywhere we look.
Overexposure to television, video games, computers, and mass media will eventually
and inevitably create a feeling of disconnection. It was and is important that we stay active and
explorative outside of our artificial boxes that we keep ourselves in. It is somewhat interesting
to think about how we now exist as humans. We wake up in one container (our home or
apartment), proceed to the next (a vehicle of some sort), and end up in another human made
enclosure (the store, work, school, etc.); not to mention the bombardment of incredible
amounts of unnatural imagery delivered by the media. Whether or not it is proven, I believe
this can take its toll on a person’s mood, demeanor, and overall perception. I feel the simple
engagement of thinking about how things work or even just taking notice of the world that we
live in, not just what directly is humanly related, is a healthy activity. Everything that happens
and exists is indirectly humanly related and is worth recognition. Basically I believe people are
much better off as seeing themselves as a part of nature rather than outside of it. It is possible
that this idea may subconsciously drive me as a maker.
I feel that people who make, or are at least involved in art, are engaged in and
somewhat responsible for the translation of the human experience. To help people stop and
become aware of things that they normally would look past is important. The rapid pace of
human existence has dramatically increased over the years. I like to think of artists as the ones
who say “slow down, think about this for a moment”. I suppose one could say that a lot of the
work that I make is a pursuit to help and attempt to understand and make visible the unseen or
overlooked within our natural environment.
My first investigation into this endeavor was to investigate the strong similarities of
natural formations that differ extremely in size and scale. There are those objects which are
large enough to be visible with the naked eye and those which need the aid of a microscope in
order to be visible, in other words, the microscopic and the macroscopic. I wanted my work to
show there are fractures and fissures not only in things that are large enough to be seen from
space, but also when something is dissected and observed very close-up or with the aid of a
microscope or camera lens.
Macroscopic and microscopic imagery; their differences and yet amazing similarities
astound me. As humans, our strongest sensory organ is our eyes and yet we still have limited
eye sight and have used tools to increase our vision. Such tools include the telescope,
microscope, magnifying glass, and binoculars, as well as many other materials and devices. It is
said that the emperor Nero used to look through an emerald to view gladiators in ancient
Rome. From the dawn of time we have always desired to understand and see the world in ways
which are not known. This drive is usually manifested from the need for visual comprehension,
since it is our eyes with which we use the most to place ourselves in our environment and
2

recognize our surroundings. The quest for knowledge and understanding has always been a
consistent pursuit throughout human existence.
With the invention of microscopes, telescopes, and satellites, we have taken another
step into increased human perception. These inventions really did change the way people saw
their world. Astronomy and microscopy dramatically altered what people thought was
possible. Finally human beings were allowed an overview of spaces too vast to visualize from
our perspective and microcosms we didn’t know existed. (Figures 1 & 2)

Figure 1: "Dandelion"
Image from pixabay.com
Retrieved: June 11, 2016

Figure 2: "Close-up of Red Cells"
Image id8680779
Retrieved: June 11, 2016

Not only was I interested in size relation but also materiality, so to speak. A point of
interest arises from observing consistent natural formations within all types of matter. And
when we do start to notice these overlooked systems, a realization of similarities within these
patterns becomes apparent. The underlying thread of mathematical form and structure leads to
some answers and raises many perplexing questions. For instance, the physical structures of
rivers are reminiscent of tree growth, which is similar to the design of blood vessels. (Figures: 3
& 4)

Figure 3: "Tree Silhouette"
Image from pixabay.com
Retrieved: June, 11, 2016

Figure 4:"Aerial Mountain Rivers"
Image1031127_180jpg
Retrieved: June 11, 2016
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This type of living or non-living architectural formation can be referred to as networking.
“Branching structures in living organisms---in lungs, blood vessels, neurons and the vein
systems of leaves---are so tantalizingly similar in many respects to those observed in the
inorganic world that for many researchers it is hard to resist drawing some analogy, or even
suggesting that there must be fundamental similarities between the growth mechanisms (Ball
131).”
A second goal of my thesis pursuit was to research, study, and integrate certain types of
these “growth mechanisms” into my work showing that every element of surface is capable of
continuous change due to a driving force. My intent was on portraying a certain aesthetic
quality of these surface changes within my work and to demonstrate how alike these changes
can be.
For example, images of desolate earth where running water once existed can create
linear, fractured patterns, much like glass that has been shattered by thermal shock. Although
the materials and processes for creating said patterns are completely different, I found that the
imagery is strikingly similar.
As the thesis title suggests my primary focus was directed towards breakdowns or
fractures. Once again utilizing outcomes within different materials, I drew upon a variety of
substances from mud to blood as inspiration. It was my desire to represent an outcome in a
certain material and gain insight into how it occurs. Although strikingly relative, all breaks are
different. “The crack pattern that forms as a material fractures is a complex product of many
factors, including the microscopic structure of the material (whether it is crystalline, glassy,
granular, porous, fibrous, and so forth), the distribution of the stress applied, and the speed
with which crack tips propagate. (Ball 146)”
Certain materials within certain situations all deconstruct differently. In the case of
dried mud from an extinct water source in desert regions tend to form hexagonal patterning on
the surface of the earth. This patterning is caused by the evaporation of water within the
sediment, surface tension, and the difference of moisture between the layers of the mud. As
the exposed surface dries it shrinks while the layer beneath remains stable. The effect portrays
a system of roughly six-sided cracks. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: "Dried Mud"
Image from pixabay.com
Retrieved: June 13, 2016
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In contradiction, the way glass breaks is very different. Glass being an amorphous solid
has a different anatomical make-up. The breakdown of glass is propagated through surface
flaws. The chemical bonds within the material are quite strong, but the larger the surface area
of the glass, the more imperfections are present on the surface. It takes just one of these flaws
to create a crack. (Figure
6)

Figure 6: "Broken Glass"
Image from photopin.com
Retrieved: June 13, 2016

Once the break is initiated it grows rapidly in a non-linear fashion. Cracks within brittle
materials like glass do not change width and so the energy at the tip becomes greater as it
lengthens, thus the integrity of the material is compromised much faster than that of others
such as copper or steel.
Whatever media it may be, I am interested in the separation of material and the visual
outcome of that formation due to the separation of its structure, the negative space. The lack
of material is what ultimately creates these natural designs. In fact the spaces in between
something, like that which is well understood in the art of Ikebana (the Japanese art of flower
arrangement), can be the most fascinating and beautiful. “What distinguish Ikebana from other
floral arrangements are its asymmetrical form and the use of empty space as an essential
feature of composition.” The negative space that gives contrast to the positive creates forms of
its own design. (Figure 7)

Figure 7: "Ikebana"
Image by Kuo-Lung Huang Id 9304564
Retrieved: June 13, 2016
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Personally, when I witness some of these formations and breakdowns, I am promptly directed
toward the desire to understand the process of such an outcome. As a maker I have discovered
how important process is to me. In fact it is usually not the final product that I find the most
rewarding, it is the journey to get there. This may be a direct correlation to my interest in this
topic; a process discovering process.

6

Chapter 2: Planting the Seed of an Idea

In researching ideas for my thesis, I found that since the dawn of time, man has been
influenced by his natural environment. Once humans were able to achieve more than merely
survival, they were allowed to take more time for leisure, social interaction, and ultimately
cultural development. Art has been an integral part of culture since its beginning. A system of
caves in southwestern France is a perfect example of this.
One of the most famous of these caves is the Chauvet Cave. (Figures 8 & 9) This cave is
located in the Ardeche region of southern France, along the bank of the river Ardeche, near the
Pont-d’Arc. The cave was only discovered as recently as 1994 when it was happened upon by a
small team of cavers led by Jean-Marie Chauvet.

Figure 8: “Chavet Cave Drawing”
https://en/wikipedia.org/wiki/Chauvet_Cave
Retrieved: April 25, 2016

Figure 9: “Horses”
https://uploadwikiemedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c0/Painti
ng_from_the_Chauvet_cave_%28museum_replica%29jpg
Retrieved: April 25, 2016

“Chauvet’s cave importance is based on two factors: firstly the aesthetic qualities of
these Paleolithic cave paintings, and secondly, their great age. With one exception, all of the
cave art paintings have been dated between 30,000 and 32,000 years ago.” (www.bradshaw
foundation.com) This cave painting reaffirmed for me that the environment had an impact on
early mankind just as it does today. The paintings proved that there was a fascination with the
environment and it too was appreciated during these early times. Those who lived during that
time attempted to capture that beauty and preserve it for others as I intend for my art to
portray and preserve as well.
The practice of studying nature and the desire to know more has not yet waivered while
being driven through avenues of science, technology, and art. The more we pursue the
knowledge and aspire to grow intellectually, the more the tendencies of nature and the
universe help to reveal its patterns. It is these tendencies of nature that intrigue me and I
wanted my thesis to incorporate them. There are honestly too many questions to attempt to
answer, but one example that I find to be exceptionally provocative is: Why do lightning bolts
and river systems from a macroscopic view look like tree branches and blood vessels in living
7

tissue? These questions gave rise to my ideas for my thesis project. My intention was to create
and display these patterns through glass.
All of the structures mentioned previously are of a fractal design. Fractals in themselves
are of great discussion and study. To be scientific: “A fractal is a natural phenomenon or a
mathematical set that exhibits repeating pattern that displays at every scale. It is also known as
expanding symmetry or evolving symmetry.” (www.wikipedia.com)
When discussing fractals, one name that stands out is Benoit Mandelbrot. Mandelbrot
was a Polish-born mathematician who is responsible for discovering or “inventing” fractals,
fractal geometry, and what is known throughout the mathematical world as the Mandelbrot
set. “The set, now called the Mandelbrot set, has the characteristics of a fractal: it is very far
from smooth,” and “small regions in the set look like smaller-scale copies of the whole set (a
property called self similarity)”. (www.britanica.com) A great example of this is found in the
image of a Mandelbrot set zoom sequence with a continuously colored environment. (Figures
10 & 11)

Figure 10: “Mandelbrot Zoom Sequence with a Continuously
Colored Environment”.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbrot_set.
Retrieved: April 26, 2016

Figure 11: “Mandelbrot Satellite Zoom”.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BenoitMandelbrot
Retrieved: April 26, 2016

It is said at times that coastlines can be measured infinitely, so in that sense they cannot
be measured. Benoit Mandelbrot is responsible for that conclusion. “In 1967, Mandelbrot
raised the question, ‘How long is the Britain coastline?’” The usual response was, “It all
depends.” But he was able to show the “wiggliness” of a coastline can be measured using the
notion of fractal dimension: this is a number like1.15 or 1.21, which can be measured quite
accurately. A favorite line of Mandelbrot became an instant cliché: Clouds are not spheres,
mountains are not cones, coastlines are not circles and bark is not smooth nor does lightning
travel in a straight line.” (www.encylcopedia.com)
I mention fractals, not only due to the overlapping of such patterns that have occurred
throughout my practice in glass making, but as a perfect example of how patterns reoccur. I
like to believe that when it comes to design, nature does it best. The connection between
human survival, intelligence, and our success as a species even, is due to a desire, and more
likely, a need to work with, influence, and understand our environment. I believe in modern
times this motive continues to drive us.

8

I also find it exciting to work in a way with a medium and somewhat relinquish control
to the elements, which can yield truly interesting results. It feels almost like controlled chaos
with nature helping to guide the process. Whether the material is man-made or natural,
working in this way can make one feel a bit more interconnected with the bigger picture and
the world as a whole.
My thesis ideas were also inspired by several artists, and though the primary medium
that I use is of course glass, there are a great number of artists who are known to utilize the
organic material found in a specific area to create their work such as David Nash and Andy
Goldsworthy.
Andy Goldsworthy is a well-known Scottish artist who chooses to use only that which
he finds at the site. Using leaves, twigs, stones, ice, etc., his juxtaposed objects seem to work
and interact with their environment and then are relinquished to the elements. (Figure 12)

Figure 12: “Leaves” Natural Sculptures by Andy Goldsworthy.
http://visualmelt.com/Andy-Goldsworth
Retrieved: April 20, 2016

“Unlike most sculptors, who carve stones and use clay to create from their imaginations,
Andy’s works look more like a natural occurrence. At a first glance, one may find it difficult to
believe that his works are ‘artificially created’. He often uses brightly colored flowers, icicles,
leaves, mud, pinecones, snow, stone, twigs, and thorns. However, most of his work is
temporary, which degrades over time.” (www.thefamouspeople.com)

9

David Nash also works with organic material, specifically wood. Differing from most of
Goldsworthy’s work, Nash’s work is much more permanent and in some cases uses nature to
help in shaping the process and result. A wonderful example of this is “The Ash Dome” (Figure
13).

Figure 13: “Root Bridge”
Image: andygoldsworthyephemeraworks_p26270136093f282540dfbeff4
Retrieved: April 20, 2016

The Ash Dome was conceived as an act of faith in the future: a sculpture of the twentyfirst century. A Buddhist tenet, “we get along better if we collaborate with nature instead of
trying to dominate it,” seemed the way forward. Hedges are a good example.
Through a study of hedges, they have shown themselves to be the most resilient to
shaping and able to lean a long way from their roots. Twenty-two ash saplings were planted in
a ring thirty feet in diameter on a level area of hillside in the Ffestiniog Valley with the intention
of growing a domed space (Rocca, Alessandro (2007) Natural Architecture Publish-22
Publishing, Milan, Italy). (Figures 14 &15)

Figure 15: Drawing of “The Ash Dome” by David Nash.
https://gerryco23.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/nash-ashdome-drawing.jpg
Retrieved: June 6, 2016

Figure 14: “The Ash Dome” by David Nash.
www.thisiscolossal.com/2016/05/ashdome-david-dash/
Retrieved: June 6, 2016
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Another artist whom I greatly respect is Mark Zirpel, an associate professor at the
University of Washington. He uses many different media in his practice and glass is a prevalent
one found throughout his work. One of his many sculptures that resonate with me is his glass
casting in Mabana Beach, “Low Tide”. In this piece, he quickly molded the water patterns and
marks on the beach and cast them in glass. The idea of capturing a natural and fractal
patterning and utilizing the material of glass as a vehicle, is one of the main priorities that I
strive for within my own work. (Figure 16)

Figure 16: “Mabana Beach, Low Tide” by Mark Zirpel.
www.artists/296-markzirpel/works/5944.bullseyprojects.com/
Retrieved: June 9, 2016
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Chapter 3: Reflection on Failed Attempts
My overall investigation and pursuit has been to work with fractal patterns and the physics
of universal design. Throughout my research, I have endured some successful and many nonsuccessful experiments when attempting to reflect that universal footprint within the material
in which I work. All have informed me, in various ways, about how I should work, and in some
way; how I shouldn’t work. Success and failure can be synonymous. I suppose either is
ultimately growth in one way or another as they both are learning experiences.
I have always had an interest in animals, insects, and the outdoors. So as such, one of my
first endeavors into using glass to capture natural design was with wildlife; in this case, ants. I
ordered red ants through the mail and designed and created flattened transparent glass
bubbles, with homemade ant farm containers, with hopes of tunnels of matrices as a result.
Using a sugar based transparent gel, developed by NASA, the idea was that the ants could
create the negative spaces in which to mold and create glass positives from the tunnels of
excavating ants; thus resulting in a complex three dimensional and permanent
pattern. Unfortunately, the ants were not able to complete the intricate system and the
sculpture could not be finished, not to mention many other difficulties. None the less, it was
very educational to witness in other ways. (Figure 17)

Figure 17: Ant Farm Gel https.//www.nature-gifts.com/shop/antfarms/gel-ant-farm/

Bees and wasps are well known to be related to ants. However, they behave and create in
very different ways. When thinking of these flying insects, the pattern most recognized is the
hexagonal formation within a hive or nest. The result is actually due to surface tension and the
drying of the insect’s secretions and sediment, resulting in a perfect hexagonal formation.
I was so excited about this idea that I put my effort into simulating this with heat and
glass. My intention was to create a large three dimensional transparent glass hive. In my
investigation I made multiple and similar hand blown glass spheres that I lined up in rows. What
was important was that the spheres were even in diameter, thickness, and had no air
12

access between the globe and outside environment, which means an excessive pocket of gas or
air trapped within each sphere. The air within the sphere would then expand in
a super heated environment, hot enough to fuse together into a natural hexagonal pattern,
exactly like the wax in a hive when above room temperature (Figure 18).

Figure 18. “Hive” Personal Photo.

While trying to capture and collect as many natural patterns as I could, I found myself
interested in electroforming with copper. “Electroplating is a process that uses electric current
to reduce dissolved metal cations, (positively charged ion, i.e., one that would be attracted to
the negatively charged cathode in electrolysis). Electroplating is primarily used to change the
surface properties of an object, such as abrasion and wear resistance, corrosion protection,
lubricity, aesthetic qualities.” (www.Wikipedia.com) In other words, it is basically coating the
surface of an object with a certain type of metal, via electricity.
My interest concerning patterns in nature was that I wanted to capture the veins in
leaves and the fractaling patterns of roots. There were some successes with my many attempts,
and in the end, resulted in small floor/ground sculptures. The idea was to create everlasting
puddles of water that contained the copper foliage within large castings of solid
glass to act as the water. As much as I loved this outcome with its visual results, it was not
going to work cohesively with my overall idea. I decided ultimately that it wasn’t the route that
I was going to take but wanted to perhaps reinvestigate at a later date.
While focusing on natural phenomenon to work with within my practice, I found myself
researching all sorts of invisible sources. One piece I created dealt with centrifugal force. This
project in particular was a bit more ambitious when it came to giving into an uncertain
outcome. I created a large white canvass displayed on the ground to act as a platform, or even
stage, for an uncalculated performance. I created a hand blown glass spinning top with a small
spout on one side. When I was sure it would spin, I filled it with ink. Once it spun, it
created, what I thought to be, a beautiful circular black form of spattered lines on a white
surface. I wanted to capture centrifugal force on paper and even on glass. (Figure 19) It gave
way to some wonderful results but my thoughts were shifting elsewhere.
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Figure 19: “Centrifugal Force Effect on Liquids”
Personal Photo

Wind and air also create beautiful outcomes. Therefore, other research led me to wind
designs. I created air and wind simulations using a thick glass panel, a box, glass particles, and
a fan. While attempts at simulating different structures through different pressures of air
current, I attempted to create natural glass dunes in which I could later fuse in a kiln with heat
to display its natural design. The result ended in very interesting dune-like shapes, but not to
the real affect I was hoping for.
Next, I thought of tides and currents. Instead of air, I utilized water and motions to make a
pattern with glass dust and sediment. By placing glass panels with glass powder on top, acting
like the sand on an ocean bed, in small troughs of water, I tried to recreate those patterns that
the ocean naturally creates. My ultimate goal was to fuse them together to capture the natural
formation.
After many experiments, tests, and research, I started to consider surface cracks, the
patterns they form, and the different causes of them. I began to realize how interesting and
aesthetically pleasing cracks in glass can be. Of course, the “crack” is the worst nightmare of
any glass object, and is normally despised and feared, but if and when it can be controlled, it
yields beautiful linear patterns. (Figure 20)

Figure 20: "Broken Glass"
Image from photopin.com
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As I reflected on my own work and reexamined the process, time and material involved in
each piece that I created, I realized, as with anything we do, there is always room for
improvement or perhaps changes that could be made. It was quite humbling as I looked at
Mother Nature’s canvas and realized I had tried to mirror these masterpieces with my own
human hands.
I found with every mistake came something learned. Even mishaps can become ideas to
pursue in the future. In fact, it has been said that mistakes can lead to new discoveries. If this is
the truth, then I must fully embrace these mistakes. After time and relentless effort,
something remarkable can be discovered. The sense of discovery within others and me is what I
wanted to accomplish. The desire to simply shed light on perfectives not normally seen, no
matter how small of a flicker, is a driving factor throughout my work.

15

Chapter 4: Capturing the Lines
After many months of research and investigation, I finally decided where I wanted to
focus my efforts: cracks and breakdowns. It became my desire to create art to represent some
of the natural fractures and fissures as seen on our planet using the medium of glass. Each idea
for my thesis show was born from my observation of nature and natural phenomenon.
When trying to bring these patterns to the glass I thought of many ways to recreate
what I was studying. Glass does not like stress and breaks under tension in the formation of a
crack or cracks. How can one control this within a specific medium, in this case silicon dioxide?
The answer, in most cases, is that you can’t. But then again, that really wasn’t my intention in
the first place. I wanted to make the linear patterns archival. What became very satisfying was
the idea of having the human hand and physics collaborate.
I speak of collaboration but all art can be described as collaborative effort between the
human touch and forces in some way, shape, or form. As a glass blower, I decided that I had to
step back and take control of the material. For the ultimate benefit of this work I decided that I
had to step back and take total control out of the picture. Through my journey I eventually
developed my own creative technique that I would find myself using for the majority of my
work.
When I decided to do this, I thought that it was going against everything that I was
taught or that I learned as a glass maker. So initially it was a bit unnerving ground to cover.
The idea was to, in a controlled manner, fracture glass through thermal shock using hot glass
and cold water while keeping the obvious extremely broken structure intact.
The process started with the making of large thick glass rondels (round glass plates).
Once finished, the plates were brought to a temperature above 1200 degrees Fahrenheit. After
achieving the correct temperature, I did something I would never normally do and hadn’t done
before. I pulled the scorching hot glass out of the kiln, set the rondels on the floor on top of
their still hot ceramic kiln shelves and squirted cold water all over them. I also supplied ample
help to the already natural fracturing using a wooden mallet, which was surprisingly satisfying.
By striking the plates with enough force to break them apart and yet not scatter them, I was
able to efficiently accentuate the breaks further.
In the next step, I poured colored glass powders over the shattered circles, working it
deep into the negative linear spaces, and then carefully placed them back into the kilns. At this
point the glass would be brought to higher temperatures to fuse them properly back together
again, exposing the fissures and fractures that had been created.
While researching natural formations from books, the Internet, and real life
experiences, I became aware that I was constantly viewing everything from above, much like all
the maps and aerial images in which I was surrounding myself with. So, creating work from that
perspective started to make sense to me.
“The term topography is used to describe the changes in elevation over a particular
area and is, generally speaking, the result of two processes: deposition and erosion. These
16

processes can happen on an enormous range of timescales.” (Retrieved from Topographical
Breakdown at http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/index.php/topography-w) There are
several things that affect this breaking down of the topography, such as weathering and
erosion. Tied to weathering is how water, wind, and ice contribute to this breakdown just as
plate tectonics plays its part in erosion. These breakdowns often create fractures and fissures in
the process.
My piece, “Topographical Breakdown”, (Figure 21) is a representation of the natural
weakening of land features that causes the surface areas to change shape, color and pattern, as
can be seen in the image of the breakdown of mountains in Zion National Park. (Figure 22) This
particular piece is a slight amalgamation of water, wind, and rain as formational factors. The
pale sandstone surface underlies the brown, sturdier rock left slightly exposed after long
periods of rainfall and wind. The thin cutting red lines act as the dried up rivers displaying
evidence of what once was.

Figure 22: Zion National Park”
Image: 513041988
Source: http://www.thinkstockphotos.com/royaltyfree.tioigraogt-ouctyres?page+27
Retrieved: May 15, 2016

Figure 21: “Topographical Breakdown”
Personal Photo

The process of this particular work involved many steps. First, I started with a large
bubble of glass in which I applied layers of colored glass. I then spun it into a round, flat plate.
After it was cooled, I again utilized my fracturing process. Once the fractures were achieved, I
removed more surface area from the panel by means of abrasives and water, which helped to
expose the “sand stone” layer that I desired. After working the piece to its entirety, I
discovered that I was using the same natural elements, only slightly more artificially and on a
smaller scale. I was using water, wind, and sedimentary granules in a very similar way.
I very much wanted the overall outline to be that of a region, continent, state, or
province. The organic form and differences of color and depth gives way to that sense of a
map-like quality. This is something that I strived to be an underlying theme within my work.
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Throughout my time reviewing image after image of birds-eye views, as well as closeups of geographical phenomena, I eventually became drawn to the photographs that focused
on scenarios of the sudden or prolonged absence of water and the formation of sedimentary
rocks.“Sedimentary rocks are formed when sediment is deposited out of air, ice, wind, gravity,
or water flows carrying the particles in suspension. This sediment is often formed when
weathering and erosion breakdown a rock into loose material in a source area.” (Retrieved
from Wikipedia. “Sedimentary Rock” https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedimentary_rock)
This photo of cracked earth, or sediment, that was deposited, dried up and over time
would be compressed (Figure 23) is mimicked in the piece called, “Sedimentary Compression”.
(Figure24) I titled it due to how the small islands of dirt, or in this case red glass, seemed to be
tightly packed together in an attempt to avoid the white salt-like negative spaces between. The
end result is truly reminescent of dried mud flats. I displayed them in a square formation of four
panels on the ground. I wanted the viewer to gain a sense of viewing it like something they
could have stumbled across or perhaps something they might have even walked upon before.

Figure 23:”Dried Mud”
Dreamstime.com
Retrieved: May 2, 2016

Figure 24: “Sedimentary Compression”
Personal Photo

My direction and focus then became the pondering of the great rains and what they can
destroy and create. I remember the huge Mississippi flood in 1993 in Northwest Illinois. It
practically would have swallowed the whole downtown of my city of Galena, Illinois if it were
not for the flood gates. There was a great deal of devastation caused from this flooding.
However, later images of the waterways and macroscopic patterns from above were something
to behold.
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I have always loved natural history films and shows such as Planet Earth from the BBC and
National Geographic. The wildlife and waterways within marshes and wetlands have always
been a point of interest for me. For instance, the Okovango Delta in Africa fills with waters
from the northern rains every year and is a true sight to behold, especially from above. (Figure
25)

Figure 25: “Okovango Delta”. Image from Cnn.com
Retrieved: May 6, 2016

Flooding “is a natural occurrence where a piece of land or area that is usually dry land,
suddenly gets submerged under water.” (Retrieved from eschooltoday.com “Your Cool Facts
and Tips on Flooding”) Flooding occurs due to a rapid accumulation of vast amounts of water
within an otherwise dry environment, within a relatively short period of time. It only lasts a few
days, weeks or months and then cycles back again, almost as if nature yearly starts a fresh
canvas for her next masterpiece. This yearly event is what inspired my piece aptly titled
“Flood”. (Figure 26)

Figure 26: “Flood”. Personal Photo
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For this work, I drew once more from the technique of layering colored glass and
creating plates from them. By disturbing its overall structure via thermal shock, I was able to
refuse the pieces with glass powder. I then removed small amounts of the top surface of the
material to create small blue pools that would portray the wells of fresh water in which the
sudden over-saturation of liquid leaves in its wake.
As a child growing up near the northern part of the Mississippi River, I have always
enjoyed the plentiful streams and creeks. They often partially freeze over in winter only to
have the ice eventually succumb to the warming temperatures of the spring, resulting in
beautiful, ever-changing patterns. When ice expands or contracts with temperature changes, it
causes cracks to form in the ice. (Figure 27) As I remembered the winters of my youth and
something so familiar, my sculpture, “Thaw”, came most naturally. (Figure 28) This particular
piece struck home with me the most.

Figure 27: “Thaw Sunset Ice Tree Clouds
Nature Evening” Royalty free source:
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/thawing
Retrieved: May 5, 2016

Figure 28: “Thaw”
Personal Photo

Once again, I shattered and refused my glass plates. This time I only used clear glass to
replicate the ice. I utilized a pale blue glass powder to adhere the fragmented pieces in hopes
to enhance the concept of the subtle refraction of light within the melting ice.
This would become the largest of my finished works. Overall, it displayed four very
large, shallow panels of still water, slightly submerging the glass. The juxtaposition of the
sheets of glass within the water represented the natural flow and displacement of the melting
sheets of ice. The almost snake-like, yet continual pattern with the glass speaks to winding
waterways on its travels.
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As stated earlier, I experimented with, and researched, various techniques that would
help me on my journey. My next work in discussion, “Lead” (Figure 29) gave me an entirely
unexpected journey as it turned out.

Figure 29: “Lead”. Personal Photo

A lead is a large fracture within an expanse of sea ice, defining a linear area of open
water that can be used for navigation purposes. Leads vary in width from meters to hundreds
of meters.” (Retrieved from Sea Ice” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead(sea_ice)
For example, this photograph of the Chukchi Sea, (Figure 30) showed how water can be
conducted in a particular channel or course through ice.

Figure 30: “Aerial View of the Chukchi Sea”
Source: Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_sea_ice
Retrieved: May 5, 2016

The idea involved creating large, wet earthen panels to dry, thus exposing the fractures
and textures that the evaporation would cause. After exposing them to heat and leaving them
in a dry environment, plaster/silica was used to capture a mold of the effect. Once molded and
the organic positives were removed, the molds were filled with molten clear glass. I again
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looked to use clear glass to represent ice, in this case, for a small scale representation of
breakages in oceanic ice.
After a few attempts of getting the organic matter to dry and crack properly the result
looked successful. However, getting a successful end result from the glass being annealed, so
the internal stresses were removed to toughen it, proved to be far more difficult as there were
some technical issues with the cooling process. My pursuit in this effort was to demonstrate
sea ice separation. After days and days of effort, and so much work, I discovered the piece
cracked in half during the process.
Admittedly, this was not what I wanted, or expected at all. It was quite devastating. In
that moment I couldn’t see past my failure. Being in total command of the process was, and
still is, very important to me. However, it eventually dawned on me that this accident may be a
benefitting factor. I was able to capture all that I had planned and even more. The incidental
separation of the piece was actually a vehicle for what I was trying to express in the first place.
Sometimes things can happen for the better I suppose.
Throughout my studies I realized the natural history programs on television, which I had
grown to love over the years, had more of an impact on me than I previously was aware of. I
was especially drawn to the revelation of life and phenomena that happens on such a small
scale that humans would never normally be able to experience it.
It was during my educational pursuit that I enrolled in a photo microscopy class. I
honestly believe that I had no business signing up for such a class, as I had no prior experience.
Fortunately for me, Professor Michael Perez appreciated my enthusiasm and allowed me into
his class. I really was in way over my head, and am thankful everyday for it. Although I knew
this would not or could not be my future specified field of expertise, I was able to capture
something very special for myself during this brief period of such an unorthodox study.
“Evaporation happens when a liquid substance becomes a gas. When water is heated, it
evaporates. The molecules move and vibrate so quickly that they escape into the atmosphere
as molecules of water vapor.” (Retrieved from
http://education.nationalgeopraphic.org/encyclopdia/evaporation/) This, in turn, causes the
molecules to change shape and form different patterns. While moisture escapes, the mass of
the material shrinks, and surface tension grows; allowing the substance to reveal a kindred
manner of configuration.
During my class, I was able to view numerous amounts of video and images. I was even
given opportunities to create videos and images of my own. I wanted to use this opportunity to
capture a breakdown of material on a scale in which the viewer would never normally see. I
decided to donate my own blood to the cause. I simply pricked my finger and called for a fresh
drop for every camera take. It took many drops and many glass slides, buy I eventually was
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able to capture a few very interesting videos. Using plasma and blood platelets as a
microscopic canvas gave me the opportunity to see the effects that evaporation has on other
material by the various patterns it reveals in the end. The result was strikingly similar to the
mud flats that I witnessed earlier. What was ever more interesting was being able to view it in
real time.
The piece I titled, “Evaporation”, (Figure 31), seemed to be a fitting one. The end result
was a looped thirty second video projection which was approximately four feet in diameter and
displayed as a circle rather than the normal rectangle. I wanted the audience to see it in a
round format such as that of a microscope. To the left was a small shelf with a vial of fake blood
in a small glass stand to help the viewer understand exactly what they were looking at.

Figure 31: “Evaporation” (of blood)
Personal Photo

This photo captures the close-up of red blood cells, (Figure 32) and allows us to observe
healthy blood cells before any changes occur.

Figure 32: “Blood”
Image id 8680779
Source: vlue a-super-scientific-macro-closeup-ofred-cells.jpg
Retrieved: May 15, 2016
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It was because of my photo microscopy class that this shift from exploring my external
surroundings, or the more visible landscape of nature, to something internal and not seen with
the naked eye was definitely inspired. I started thinking about what the inside of the body
looks like with its various organs, veins and arteries. It was very easy to see that the veins and
arteries were much like a winding river or the way fractures and fissures make patterns in our
environment. However, this led to my contemplating about the blood inside and how it looked
under a microscope. Seeing the blood cells with the patterns they make only reinforced what I
discovered with the growth mechanisms that had such an impact on the natural environment. I
realized that this looking deeper and closer at objects would impact the way I now perceived
things and that I could incorporate this into my own artwork.
I have been aware of fractal patterning and such formations before, but it is something
very different than discovering it for oneself. When I looked into that microscope and noticed
the similarities between the microscopic live video and macroscopic imagery that I had been
looking at for so long, I was more than exuberant.
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Chapter 5: Designing as Nature’s Co-pilot
The majority of my thesis work was displayed on the floor and pedestals that acted like
floor canvasses for the work. I made that conscious decision to reference how we typically
interact and view such geographical and natural patterns, from above. I also liked the idea of
utilizing a grid-like system for some of my pieces. I wanted to allude to a sense of mapping,
which is one of the ways humans attempt to visualize their environment.
Visual language is a system of communication using visual elements to describe
perception, comprehension and visual components of color, form, line, shape, space, texture
and value. (Retrieved from www.en.m.wikipedia.org) Visual language has its roots in the first
communication tools used by man such as pictographs on cave walls. These were used to tell a
story or convey ideas or concepts to others. Human beings are capable of cognitive modeling
and its expression through the various modes of art, such as, sketching, drawing, construction,
or acting out. This is what I attempt to do with my art.
I have found that there are many artists and designers who seem to share my ideas and
portray these ideas in their work even though their work is totally different than mine. For
example, Andrea Myers uses fiber, paper and textiles as her medium. She creates collage-like
sculptures, wall hangings and installations that explore the space between the two-and threedimensional while playing with color and dimension. Some of her pieces, like her “Fractures and
Fissures” piece, appear to be “cracked” open to reveal the bright fabrics within to encourage
her viewers to “step into” her work. (Figure 33). This is the same concept that I used with the
cells of blood in my thesis. Many of her sculptures also incorporate themes of movement and
nature, just as mine do.

Figure 33: “Fractures and Fissures”
Image id.
Retrieved: June 4, 2018
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Another artist, Willard Wigan, who is from England, creates micro art. His works often
must be viewed through a microscope as they can’t be seen with the naked eye. He constructs
tiny sculptures using tools of his own making as there were no ordinary tools able to do what
he needed. Each piece typically sits framed in the eye of a needle or on the head of a pin. A
single sculpture can be as small as 0.0002 inches. His sculptures are often made from glass or
fabrics modeled into shapes. (Figure 34) He incorporates scale to the point of making it
necessary for his viewers to really have to look closely at his art. Though his work doesn’t use
fractures or fissures, it does involve a similar concept that I used in my pieces; scale. We both
use glass as a medium and we both want our audiences to observe a close-up view of our
creations.

Figure: 34 “Hummingbird in the Eye of a Needle”
Image id db4ba3732122f4e7d4582892f3ef9e24
Source: www.pinterest.com/marinabronx/willardwigan/
Retrieved: June 5, 2018

Over the years, I have noticed some of the modern architecture around the world also
incorporates some of my same visions of fractures and fissures in their construction. For
instance, there is a new wave architectural design, Polour Rock Climbing Hall, in Polur, Iran, that
copies nature and mimics the surrounding, rocky landscape of Mazadaran. This hall is dedicated
to the sport of rock climbing, which is very apropos. (See Figure 35)
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Figure 35: Polour Rock Climbing Hall
Image id ARCH20-Polour –Rock-ClimbingHall-New-Wave-Architecture-05

These artists and their art, prove once again that we are influenced by our natural
surroundings and that over time these old ideas continue to be presented in different or more
modern ways. The visual language seems to adapt to the time and place we live in.
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Epilogue
The processes I went through and the learning experiences from my thesis project have
carried over into my current artwork. I still find myself drawn to things in nature; such as
water, insects and sea creatures. I have been working with the scale, or size of the living
creatures, while visualizing and incorporating color and patterns on their bodies. This can be
seen by one of the octopi I created, incorporating the patterns on their tentacles. (See Figure
36)

Figure 36: “Octopus”. Personal photo

Some of my work now involves insects, as seen by my creations of wasps and bees on
and around their nests and a praying mantis. (See Figures 37 & 38)

Figure 37: “The Hive” .Personal Photo

Figure 38: “Praying Mantis”. Personal Photo
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However, my thesis journey also started me thinking, not only about the creatures and
natural resources on our planet that display patterns, fractals, and breakdowns, but also
envisioning what planets in space might look like. I contemplated what some of their
landmarks could look like and what fractals and fissures may be discovered there. This is what
led me to create my planet series. (See Figure 39)

Figure 39 “Planets”. Personal Photo

Later work that I created was a bucket with water splashing out of it. I wanted it to have
the appearance of a time lapse placed on the water that kept it suspended in space as it was
being tossed from the bucket. My fascination with the movement in nature and patterns,
which I investigated while doing my thesis, continues to influence my art. (See Figure 40)

Figure 40: “Splash”. Personal Photo
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Terms and Definitions

fracture - break; crack
fissure -split or crack; long narrow opening
fractal - never-ending pattern; an expanding symmetry or evolving symmetry
lead - an open channel through an ice field
topographical - having to do with the surface features of a place or region
breakdown - weakness; collapse
thaw - melt ice, snow, or anything frozen
flood - flow of water over what is usually dry land
sedimentary - having to do with matter that settles to the bottom of a liquid
compression - being squeezed together to make smaller by pressure
evaporation - a changing of a liquid or solid into vapor
macro - a combining form meaning “large”, “long”, “great”, “excessive”, used in the formation
of compound words, contrasting with micro
micro - a prefix that means very small; one millionth of
Ikebana - the art of Japanese flower arrangement, with formal display according to strict rules
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Photo Sources

(Dried mud)
Structure, Mud, Dry, Nature
https://pixabay.com/enstructure-mud-dry-nature864935/

(Broken glass)
http://photopin.com/free-photos/broken-glass
1343463134_6808131eal.jpg

(Dandelion)
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/dandelion/

(Tree)
Tree, Silhouette, Branches, Tall
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/tree%20branches/

(River)
Rivers, Mountain, Aerial – river-1031137_180jpg
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/river/%20landscape/

(Flood)
Okovango Delta in Africa
https://www.google.com/search/Okovango
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(Blood)
Image id8680779-a-super-scientifiv-macro-closeup-of-red-cells.jpg
http://www.123rf.com/search.php?word=red+blood+cell&start=300&searchopts=&itemperpag
e=100sti=m9u7215c9o4m20ryz
Copyright: vlue

(Ikebana)
ImageID: 9304564
Stock photo
Copyright: KUO-LUNG HUANG
http://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/ikebana.html?

(Lead)
Aerial view of the Chukchi Sea between Chukotka and Alaska
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_(sea_ice)

(Lena Delta, Siberia)
http://www.phaidon.com/agenda/photography/articles/2013/July/07/introducing-earthart/

(Thaw)
Thaw Sunset Ice Tree Clouds Nature Evening
Royalty free
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/thawing/
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(Topographical Breakdown)
“Zion National Park”
Image ID zion-national-park-50971_340
http://www.google.com/search/zion-national-park

(Sedimentary Compression)
Image ID 14063295 “Cracked Earth Seamless Texture Tile”
Copyright: Fred Weiss
http://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/muddy_soil.html?mediapopup=14063295

(Animal Cave Drawing)
Chauvet Cave Art in France
https://en/wikipedia.org/wiki/Chauvet_Cave

(Horses ) from Chauvet Cave in France
https://uploadwikiemedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c0/Paintings_from_the_Chauvet_cave_%
28museum_replica%29jpg

(Mandelbrot Set)
Initial Image of a Mandelbrot Set Zoom Sequence with a Continuously Colored Environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbrot_set

(Mandelbrot Set Satellite Zoom)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benoit_Mandelbrot
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(Ash Trees)
“The Ash Dome” by David Nash
www.thisiscolossal.com/2016/05/ash-dome-david-dash/

(Drawing of “The Ash Dome” by David Nash)
https://gerryco23.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/nash-ash-dome-drawing.jpg

“Morning Earth” by Andy Goldsworthy
www.pictify.saatchigallery.com

(Leaves)
Natural Sculptures by: Andy Goldsworthy
http://visualmelt.com/Andy-Goldsworthy

(Mabana Beach, Low Tide) by Mark Zirpel
“Mabana Beach, Low Tide” 2005
www.bullseyeprojects.com/artists/296-mark-zirpel/works/5944

(NASA Ant Farm Gel Example)
https://www.nature-gifts.com/shop/ant-farms/gel-ant-farm/

Hummingbird in the Eye of a Needle
https://www.pinterest.com/marinabronx/willard-wigan/
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Fractures and Fissures by: Andrea Myers
www.andreamyersartist.com/artwork/2039167_detail_Fractures_and_Fissures.html
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